Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 Glossary

Address, Web address, Uniform Resource Locator (URL).  A unique string of text that identifies the location of a Web page on the World Wide Web. 
Address bar.  The portion of a browser window that displays and allows input of the URL for a Web page. 
Boolean operators.  Special connecting words (i.e. AND, OR, and NOT) that indicate the relationship among keywords in a Web search statement.
Cache.  A file of saved Web pages and files.  The cache eliminates the need to repeatedly download the same files, especially graphics files used in several pages.
Content-oriented search.  A search method which is most effective when searching for information on a specific topic.
Document window.  The portion of a browser window that displays the current Web page. 
Domain name.  The part of a URL indicating the Web site name and extension. For example, in the URL www.microsoft.com, the domain name is microsoft.com.
Electronic mail (e-mail).  A system used to send and receive messages electronically.
Electronic commerce.  The selling and marketing of goods and services via the Internet.
Electronic publishers.  Organizations that provide hypertext books, magazines, and newspapers online.
Favorite.  The name and address of a Web page stored in the user's collection of favorite Web pages.  In Netscape browsers the term is “bookmark.”
Favorites list.  A feature of Internet Explorer that enables the user to collect, organize and access the names and addresses of favorite Web pages.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP).  The communication standard that allows users to retrieve and send files over the Internet.
Formatting tag.  The type of HTML tag that provides control over how Web pages are displayed in a Web browser (e.g. bold or italics).
Frames.  Web page feature that divides the document window into smaller windows, each containing unique information.  Frames can display new pages in one or more frames while maintaining the same information in other frames.
Global domain.  The last letters of a domain name that indicate the category a Web site belongs to.  For example, the global name extension .edu indicates that the Web site is part of the educational domain on the Internet.  Also known as a top level domain.
Groupware.  Software that enables electronic collaboration between users.
Home page.  The initial Web page that loads each time you launch a Web browser.  The term is also used to refer to the main pages of Web sites. 
Hypertext links, hyperlinks.  Web page elements that enable the user to open related Web pages by clicking them with the mouse.
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) .  The programming language used to describe the general structure of a Web page.  HTML uses special characters, called tags, to enable browsers to properly display the contents of a Web page. 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).  The communication standard established for the World Wide Web that ensures every computer accessing the World Wide Web is using the same language when sending and receiving messages.
Image map.  A graphic containing multiple links. 
Index.  A list of keywords with links to the pages they appear on as compiled by a search engine. 
Internet.  A collection of networks that connects computers all over the world using phone lines, fiber optic cables, satellites, and other telecommunications media. 
Internet e-mail address.  Used to send someone mail electronically, it consists of the recipient's user name, the @ symbol, and the domain name of the host (mail server).
Intranet.  A network, or networks, that uses Internet standards but is restricted to the members of a particular group or organization.
Keyword(s).  Words entered into a search form to locate content on the Web that matches. 
Links.  Web page elements that enable the user to open related Web pages by clicking them.  Also known as hyperlinks. 
Location directories and maps.   Search tool on the Web that allows the user to specify a geographical region in which to look for information.
Location-oriented search.   A search method often conducted using maps.  This method is best used when attempting to locate Web sites in a specific geographical area. 
Map.  A search tool that displays locations of Web sites geographically.  This type of search tool works well when searching for Web sites in a particular geographical region.
Metasearch engines.  Single forms for querying multiple search engine indices simultaneously when searching the Web based on keywords or phrases.
Navigate.  To move between Web sites.
Network.  Two or more computers connected together in order to exchange data and share resources.
Offline.  The status of not being connected to the Web.
Online.  The status of being connected to the Web.
Online libraries.  Provide collections of publications in an electronic form easily accessible to users.
Online Shopping.  Online transactions where consumers purchase goods and/or services.
Search form.  A Web page that enables the user to specify what information a search engine should look for.
Secured site.  Any Website that uses encrypted transmissions and takes other appropriate measures to ensure the protection of sensitive information such as credit card information.
People Search site.  Search tool for the Web that locates people.
Spider.  A computer program used by search engines to index the contents of Web pages at each site as it travels from one site to another.  Also called web crawler.
Progress bar.  Center box on the Status bar that visually indicates the status of a Web page's loading.
Relevancy Scores.  Ratings of how close search results match a query to a search engine.
Status bar.  Displays important information about the current operation, such as the percentage loaded of a Web page's layout and graphics.
RingWorld.  The subject directory where the user searches or browses for a Webring about a particular subject. 
Status Indicator.  Indicates the status of loading a Web page in the document window.
Structuring tag.  A type of HTML tag that marks the element of a Web page, such as the title, head, and body.
Search engine.  A Web site that uses entries in a search form to scan for relevant information stored in a database or directory of the Web.
Subject directory.  A list of links to general information topics, arranged alphabetically to facilitate browsing.
Subject-oriented search.  Type of search effective in finding general or broad information.
Surfing the Web.  Refers to the activity of using the links found in Web pages to travel, or navigate, about the Web. 
Top level domain or extension.  The last letters of a domain name that indicate the category a Web site belongs to. For example, the global name extension edu indicates that the Web site is part of the educational.
Virtual community.  A site in cyberspace where people gather to discuss topics of mutual interest, make friends, and form relationships.
Virtual shopping malls.  Groups of online storefronts where companies market their goods and services on the World Wide Web.
Virtual storefront.  A Web site established by a company wishing to create a unique and individual business, or commercial, presence on the Web.
Web page.  A specially formatted file designed for use on the World Wide Web that enables the user to display Web pages in a Web browser.  Web pages typically include text, graphics, and links to other Web pages, and may also include sound and video clips.
Web.  The World Wide Web.
Web presentation.  A collection of Web pages, or documents, that are organized and designed to present a cohesive message and disseminate information.
Web browser.  Computer program that enables users to find, view, and interact with Web sites on the World Wide Web.  Examples are Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator and Opera.
Web Publishing Wizard.  A step-by-step way to automate the process of making your Web pages accessible on the Web.
Web ethics.  Guidelines that provide advice on how to behave properly when interacting and publishing on the Web.
Web server.  A computer or a network of computers that stores Web pages and makes them available on the Web.
Web site.  A collection of linked Web pages that has a common theme or focus.
Webmaster.  The manager of a Web site.
Webring.  A group of Web pages related to a topic and linked together to form a ring, or circle.  Each page in a Webring is connected by a forward and backward link.
Windows Upgrades.  An Internet Explorer add-on that includes updated versions of applications installed with Windows and new utilities.
World Wide Web (WWW).  A vast series of electronic documents called Web pages or Web documents that are linked together over the Internet. 
WYSIWYG.  What-you-see-is-what-you-get, a feature that allows the user who is editing to view formatting and enhancements as they would appear on a finished page.


